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	How do we understand and explain phenomena in psychology? What does the concept of “causality” mean when we discuss higher psychological functions and behavior? Is it possible to generate “laws” in a psychological and behavioral science—laws that go beyond statistical regularities, frequencies, and probabilities? An international group of authors compare and contrast the use of a causal model in psychology with a newer model—the catalytic model. The Catalyzing Mind: Beyond Models of Causality proposes an approach to the qualitative nature of psychological phenomena that focuses on the psychological significance and meaning of conditions, contexts, and situations as well as their sign-mediating processes. Contributors develop, apply, and criticize the notion of a catalyzing mind in hopes of achieving conceptual clarity and rigor. Disciplines such as philosophy, psychology, semiotics and biosemiotics are used for an interdisciplinary approach to the book. Research topics such as history and national identity, immigration, and transitions to adulthood are all brought into a dialogue with the concept of the catalyzing mind. With a variety of disciplines, theoretical concepts, and research topics this book is a collective effort at an approach to move beyond models of causality for explaining and understanding psychological phenomena.
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Microsoft Office Outlook 2003 Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2003
Master the fundamentals of Microsoft Office Outlook  2003. Includes easy-to-follow lessons and practice exercises to learn exactly  the tools and techniques you need.

Experience learning made easy—and quickly teach yourself how to manage your  e-mail and personal information using Outlook 2003. With Step...
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SQL Server 7 Backup & RecoveryMcGraw-Hill, 2000
Protect your organization's most valuable asset--its data. Develop and implement a thorough data protection solution for your SQL Server 7 database environment. SQL Server 7 Backup & Recovery is your one-stop resource for planning, developing, implementing, and managing backup and restore procedures. Learn to execute data protection strategies,...
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HallucinationsVintage, 2013

	To many people, hallucinations imply madness, but in fact they are a common part of the human experience. These sensory distortions range from the shimmering zigzags of a visual migraine to powerful visions brought on by fever, injuries, drugs, sensory deprivation, exhaustion, or even grief. Hallucinations doubtless lie behind many...
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Social Mobility in Late Antique Gaul: Strategies and Opportunities for the Non-EliteCambridge University Press, 2009
In Social Mobility in Late Antique Gaul, Allen Jones explores the situation of the non-elite living in Gaul during the late fifth and sixth centuries. Drawing especially on evidence from Gregory of Tours's writings, he formulates a social model based on people of all ranks who were acting in ways that were socially advantageous to them, such as...
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Communications Policy and Information Technology: Promises, Problems, Prospects (Telecommunications Policy Research Conference)MIT Press, 2002
New technologies, although developed with optimism, often fall short of their predicted potential and create new problems. Communications technologies are no different. Their utopian proponents claim that universal access to advanced communications technologies can help to feed the hungry, cure the sick, educate the illiterate, improve the global...
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Windows Sockets Network ProgrammingAddison Wesley, 1995
Windows Sockets (WinSock), a standard network API co-developed by PC  network industry leaders including Microsoft, Novell, Hewlett-Packard,  and FTP Software, is an extraordinary resource for Windows network  programmers. This book will enable you to reap WinSock's full benefits  to create client and server network applications for use on any...
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